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About This Game

Earth is doomed and our only hope is getting a survivable habitat up in space using whatever resources are scattered in orbit.
You’re left with debris, junk, and other oddities to use for humanity’s survival. Build, upgrade, and control the Habitats that you
create as you see fit. The main Campaign will take you through narrative-driven missions while Sandbox mode will give you a

blank slate and pure creative control to build and explore at your leisure.

Leading your team of engineers, you will have to build and fly your space stations in a zero gravity setting. Learn to scavenge
and thrive with whatever you find floating around in space, or go on the hunt to take what you need from other factions trying to
survive. In the event of a threat, get creative and turn your space stations into deadly weapons using pieces of debris you pick up
such as rockets, lasers and particle accelerators, to fight with. Crisis is guaranteed; your only chance of survival is to get creative

and to be decisive in the face of disaster.

Features

You are in control: build a fleet of Habitats or combine them all into one massive Habitat.

Explore procedurally generated space around the Earth, the Moon, and Mars

Experiment with various space debris such as leftover weaponry and unusual space junk, and hunt for rare pieces of
debris to help build and expand your Habitat including a militarized T-Rex Head complete with flame thrower!

Physics based gameplay using weight, thrust, and zero gravity.
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Embark on Campaign missions and lead your engineers and citizens to safety.

Get creative in Sandbox Mode. Build and experiment at your leisure.

Hundreds of building blocks for you to create and customize whatever you can think of.

Help humanity thrive in space, with civilian rescue, engineer combat, and even space zombies!

Fight with the elements - manage fires, ice storms, electrical and EMP bursts

Soundtrack by Alexander Brandon (Deus Ex)
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Title: Habitat
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
4gency
Publisher:
Versus Evil
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000, Nvidia GeForce GT8600 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

English
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look mom, i'm a rave!. buy it if you want to. Nice action RPG, well grounded in biblical source material. Recommended.. If you
want to relive what you felt when you first laid your hands on Serious Sam: First Encounter, this is a game for you. You get to
move around fast, jump around and shoot while the main character just keeps smacktalking with repeated lines over and over
again, what is there not to love?

Alright, sure, let's be fair. THe game looks a bit clumsy at the times, especially the enemies, and you can get stuck to tight
spaces. But hey, Serious Sam looked clumsy too, it's not the looks.

And the game is sadly a bi too short, just one more hour would've given me all I could want. But hey, this guy made a huge
improvement from the first Putrefaction, and I liked that game too, maybe his next game will be even better. Here's hoping,
Dragon out!. I think this game is great but I also think it could do with some more airports, maybe European ie Heathrow, and
more planes. I know that the game is on mobile but I also think that the game should have better graphics for PC and cockpits
should be accurate, not static. Just some of my thoughts for improvements, don't have a clue what other people think but I can
see this as a good direction to go in.. Put this on my wishlist while it still had the 6000 Aurum. Bought it off the wishlist and did
not see they had removed the aurum whilke keeping the price the same. No refunds. Feel ripped off. STAY AWAY!
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This game is arounf 4-5 hours long. Depending on your reading speed, really. Also it doesn't have a serious plot but instead gives
you a sweet, fluffy, heartwarming and charming story of two cute girls who gains friendship and eats lots of nice looking food.

Artwork is very nice, it gives you lots of CGs, although most of it focuses on the dishes itself as a warning. I definately
recomend this for people who wants to read something lighthearted yet engaging.. Star Waker is a nice Shooter with a
compelling story and some RPG elements. The upgrade system in particular is very well done, rewarding you for achieving
bonus objectives and the skills changing the way you play as you unlock them. The story is nice but some times the good ideas
are a bit held back by a somewhat poor delivery. Gameplay wise while there is some cases of annoyance due to "unlucky"
inavoidable damage (but the game seems to be built with that in mind), the fatastic boss fights were definitly worth it as for
some of them I was feeling like I was fighting a boss in a souls game.

All and all Star Waker is a enjoyable shooter with replayability through bonus levels and the two difficulty levels, while not the
perfect game ( but is it even possible ) if you like shooting things in space it's definitly worth getting.. Decent Batmobile skin &
ugly Robin skin.. Mibibli's Quest is a retro inspired 2D platformer with the gameplay of megaman and the style of space
funeral, this game is a unique blend of crazy and fun with humor, style, and grace.

Here's some positives:
+Amazing chiptune soundtrack that makes me a happy little boy
+Good humor
+Fun levels with always something new in store
+A good amount of secrets to leave you playing for a bit

Some negatives:
-All the endings are pretty unsatisfying
-No controller support
. A fun platforming shooter with tons of levels. Great for when you're in a casual gaming mood.
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